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This companion training manual to Real-Life Discipleship provides unique guidance and insight to
pastors, church leaders, and their disciples as they work to create an effective discipleship program.
With a thorough, results-oriented process that can be applied in other contexts and cultures, this
manual explains the necessary components of disciple-making so that every church member can
play a part in reaching others for Christ. A great leaderâ€™s resource, it shows you how to cultivate
new leaders for the future and equip them to make disciples.
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The subtitle, 'Equipping Disciples Who Make Disciples' sums up the purpose of the book, with an
approach seeking to reform the small group ministry within a church. It aims to help small group
leaders develop as disciplers with their head, heart and hands - learning what a disciple is and how
they grow, becoming an intentional leader in the process.The term 'training manual' is an apt
description - this is no casual small group study. The manual lays out twelve key topics spanning
twelve weeks, and each member will need to spend 20-30 minutes a day for five days a week in
preparation outside of small group time. There is a leader's guide in the back which helps the group
leader to plan and work out a 90 minute study that includes shepherding, vision casting, discussion,
coaching, application and practice.Topics include: the heart of a discipler, what is a disciple, how
disciples grow, three keys to making a disciple, how to be an intentional leader, a closer look at a
relational environment, a closer look at the reproducible process, being intentional with the
spiritually dead and spiritual infants (Share), helping spiritual children grow (Connect), helping

young adults help others (Minister), being intentional with spiritual parents (Disciple), and a tool for
study called storying.The Real-Life Discipleship Training Manual is a practical workbook that would
be ideal to first apply as a pastor with small group leaders. I don't get the sense it's intended for
direct use within a typical small group with a mix of spiritual infants, children and spiritual young
adults or parents. If your team can make the commitment to study and discuss the discipleship
process laid out here, it would likely be of great benefit to your church.
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